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Introduction 
The MUAC AO AIRAC Brief informs AOs and CFSPs about significant changes in routeings and RAD 
restrictions in the MUAC airspace. It does not supersede the official publication of AIP or RAD; it 
rather aims to provide complementary information regarding some changes which affect flight 
planning in the MUAC airspace. This Brief includes a summary of changes which become effective on 
AIRAC 04-11-2021. 

 
 

Z111 LIMGO – PITES: raise of upper vertical limit 
The upper vertical limit of ATS-Route segment LIMGO Z111 PITES is raised from FL245 to FL660. This 
offers improved vertical profiles for ARR EDDF, EDFE, EDFZ and ETOU which can flight plan along Z111 
when the German military area EDR205Z is not reserved. 
 
The option to flight plan via MUAC airspace and then Z111 towards PITES and further to RAMOB was 
recently created on AIRAC 7th October 2021 in the context of the “COBRA West project” which DFS 
and MUAC conduct collaboratively. Please refer to the COBRA West AO Briefing for more details: 
 
https://www.eurocontrol.int/sites/default/files/2021-09/eurocontrol-cobra-west-ao-briefing.pdf 
 
 
 

  

https://www.eurocontrol.int/sites/default/files/2021-09/eurocontrol-cobra-west-ao-briefing.pdf
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Improvements to RAD rules referring to Dutch military areas 
Since the introduction of the FRA and FUA concept in Dutch airspace, MUAC publishes four RAD rules 
referring to the main military airspace volumes EHTRA12AZ, EHTRA10AZ, EHD09Z and EHD018Z. These 
RAD rules define a number of departure aerodromes from which it is allowed to flight plan across 
these military areas during the working hours of the Dutch Air Force. 
 
The departure aerodromes included in respective RAD rules are located within a range of 2 hours 
flying-time from the military areas. In case of an ad-hoc booking request for one of these military 
areas by the air force on the day of operation, the process foresees a 3 hours pre-notification of the 
civil airspace users. Due to this pre-notification, it is still possible for the airspace users to react, if the 
departure aerodrome is not located too far away and hence the flight is not yet airborne. For those 
flights, a re-route can be planned and provided to the air crew before becoming airborne.  
 
Even though the pre-notification is 3 hours, the RAD rules include departure aerodromes with a flying-
time of 2 hours. This difference provides a buffer for the airspace users. Also, during the last 60 
minutes before EOBT, IFPS would not send a flight plan suspension message to the airspace users 
which clearly indicates that a re-route is required. To avoid that flights become airborne even though 
the information on re-route requirements is available before departure, the selection of aerodromes 
is limited to 2 hours flying-time so that a flight plan suspension can be received and processed in time. 
 
Flights which depart from aerodromes with more than 2 hours flying-time have to plan a route 
outside of the military areas during the working hours of the air force. Since these flights are already 
close to departure time or are already airborne, these can not consider the UUP anymore. Hence, a 
re-route has to be provided by ATC which implies uncertainty about the route extension for the air 
crews and increases effort for ATC. MUAC controllers will however provide short-cuts to these flights 
if the military area status allows for. 
 
For the upcoming AIRAC, the RAD rules YX2274, YX2275, YX2276 and YX2273 will be improved. These 
rules now distinguish two cases of aircraft type: 

• Departure aerodromes from which any aircraft type can plan a route across mentioned 
military areas. 

• Departure aerodromes from which only jet aircraft types can plan a route across mentioned 
military areas. This limitation allows that more departure aerodromes can be added to these 
RAD rules. 

 
The following graphic depicts the aerodromes which are included in those four RAD rules.  
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The additional departure aerodromes which are included as from the upcoming AIRAC are:  
• Norway: ENHD, ENOL 
• Sweden: entire airport groups ESG*, ESK*, EST*, ESO*, ESS* added 
• Croatia: LDRI, LDPL, LDZA, LDZD, LDSB 
• Bosnia and Herzegovina: LQSA, LQBK, LQTZ 
• France: all aerodromes in LFBBFIR, LFMMFIR and LFRRFIR 
• Italy: all aerodromes in LIMMFIR 
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How to contact Maastricht UAC 

AIRAC information and flight planning advice 

Airspace and Network Planning 

muac.fpl@eurocontrol.int 

https://www.eurocontrol.int/service/airac-information-and-flight-planning-support 

 

Tactical support and pre-tactical planning  

FMP position 

+31 43 366 1473 

masuac.fmp@eurocontrol.int 

https://www.eurocontrol.int/service/tactical-support-and-pre-tactical-planning-muac 

 

The MUAC AO AIRAC Brief is also available on the MUAC ATM Portal. 

If you wish to unsubscribe from our mailing list, please contact us via the channels listed above. 

For general information and other operational services, please visit the MUAC website.  
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